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absurdity A message whose content is at variance with reason.
The crowd laughed at the absurdity of the clown s behavior.

analytic Of a proposition that is necessarily true independent of fact or experience.
A keenly analytic man.

analytical
Using or skilled in using analysis (i.e., separating a whole–intellectual or
substantial–into its elemental parts or basic principles.
Analytical reasoning.

behaviorism An approach to psychology that emphasizes observable measurable
behavior.

deducible Capable of being deduced.

deduction
The inference of particular instances by reference to a general law or
principle.
Tax deductions.

deductive Relating to logical deduction.
I used my deductive powers.

empirical Relying on medical quackery.
Empirical data.

empiricism The doctrine that knowledge derives from experience.

experimental Based on experience as opposed to authority or conjecture.
An experimental knowledge of God.

extrapolate
Extend (a graph, curve, or range of values) by inferring unknown values
from trends in the known data.
The figures were extrapolated from past trends.

extrapolation
(mathematics) calculation of the value of a function outside the range of
known values.
The figure is an extrapolation from prior data.

fatuity A ludicrous folly.
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inductive Relating to or caused by electric or magnetic induction.
Inductive reasoning.

infer Reason by deduction; establish by deduction.
From these facts we can infer that crime has been increasing.

inference The process of inferring something.
Researchers are entrusted with drawing inferences from the data.

logic
The system of operations performed by a computer that underlies the
machine s representation of logical operations.
By the logic of war.

materialism The philosophical theory that matter is the only reality.
They hated the sinful materialism of the wicked city.

objectively In a way that is not dependent on the mind for existence; actually.
Events should be reported objectively.

observational Drawing on things that one has seen, heard, or noticed in everyday life.
The observational skills of a journalist.

positivism A humanistic religious system founded on positivism.

ratiocinate Reason methodologically and logically.
A tendency to ratiocinate in isolation.

ratiocination Logical and methodical reasoning.

rationalism
The doctrine that knowledge is acquired by reason without resort to
experience.
Scientific rationalism.

reasonable Able to reason logically.
Reasonable prices.

reasoning The action of thinking about something in a logical, sensible way.
He explained the reasoning behind his decision at a media conference.

speculation
A hypothesis that has been formed by speculating or conjecturing (usually
with little hard evidence.
This is pure speculation on my part.

syllogistic Of or relating to or consisting of syllogism.

utilitarianism
Doctrine that the useful is the good; especially as elaborated by Jeremy
Bentham and James Mill; the aim was said to be the greatest happiness for
the greatest number.

verifiable Capable of being tested (verified or falsified) by experiment or observation.
A verifiable account of the incident.
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